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REVOLVE is dedicated to communicating sustainability,
with a focus on water, energy, ecosystems, mobility,
and the circular economy. We provide communication
support to EU-funded projects and we work closely with
strategic partners to advance their sustainability projects.
REVOLVE brings fresh perspectives and creative solutions
to improve your outreach and to increase your impact.

Branding

Performance

Visual identity, graphic design,
photography, messaging, video-making,
and print materials.

Reporting activities (KPIs and target
monitoring), social media and online
marketing control, and multi-channel
analytics & monitoring.

This portfolio showcases a sample of
our best advertising work.

Strategy

Digital

Audience and target definition, stakeholder
networks, editorial line definition, multichannel digital strategy, and media
relations.

Digital campaigning, SEO, SEM, web
development, UX/UI design, digital
publishing, marketing automation, and
community management.

Content
Content management, copywriting, and
social media management to disseminate
your message around the world.
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ABOUT

Premium Advertising Old School Print Options
Print is still very much alive and with the advent of digital options and Augmented
Reality (AR), it is safe to say that print will see exciting developments in the years
ahead. To bridge this transition towards the hybrid world of a more digital-tangible
reality, REVOLVE provides old-school advertising options to build upon by creating
digital interaction with AR video and other technologies that we can develop to make
the experience more immersive and interactive.
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AT A GLANCE
REVOLVE is uniquely positioned as a
knowledge-broker connecting science and
society by communicating sustainability in
a simple and elegant way the interrelated
themes of sustainability.
We reach the top climate-related events
around the world, talk with thought
leaders, achieve gender balance and leave
a positive impact wherever we go.

Circulation

Top Distribution Points

Digital

+30,000
visitis

Magazine

Reports

2,500

5,000

copies

Union for the Mediterranean
World Bank
European Investment Bank

Audience

Top Global Events

Top Age Ranges

22%

Gender Balance

49,5%

18-24 years

25-34 years

18%

35-44 years

PUBLICATION HIGHLIGHTS

EU Sustainable Energy Week
European Green Week
European Mobility Week
Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week

42%
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copies

European Commission
DG ENV, DG CLIMA, DG DEVCO,
DG MARE, DG RTD, JRC

World Water Week

50,5%

Sustainable Investment Forum
Sustainable Brands

Magazine Highlights
REVOLVE Magazine is an awardwinning quarterly publication all about
sustainability, featuring editorials,
articles, interviews, infographics and a
photography section called VIEWS. Each
issue of REVOLVE is unique while the
quarterly color-coded themes recur with
the seasons.
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Winter

MAGAZINE HIGHLIGHTS

Spring

Summer

Fall

WATER AROUND
THE MEDITERRANEAN
annonceA4VEn.pdf
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06 | the Mediterranean sea

Surface area: 2.5m km2

The Middle Sea | One Partnership, 43 Countries
| Q&A: Rafiq Husseini, UfM

Average depth: 1,500 meters

18 | transBoundarY Water

Deepest recorded point: 5,267 meters in the Calypso Deep in the Ionian Sea
Length of coastline: 46,000km, 40% of which is built up
33% of the mediterranean population lives on the coast.

The Jordan River: Declining, Disappearing, Endangered | Bitter Harvest

Stuart Reigeluth
00_WAT_cover.indd 1

Yosra Albakkar, Odeh AlJayyousi, Fuad
Bateh, Natasha Bhushan, Diana Biller,
Catherine Brown, Matt Danforth, Hanan
ElYoussef, Tamaron Greene, François
Guerber, Munther Haddadin, Nuria
HernándezMora, Francesc La Roca, Gaspar
Mairal, Theib Oweis, Sheila Saia, Jan
Schippers, Mohammed Shehada, Hanan
Solayman, Mohammed Yahia, Mark Zeitoun

Over 275 million tourists visited the Mediterranean region in 2007,
making it the most popular tourism destination in the world.
The Mediterranean is one of
the most biologically diverse seas in the world:
while it makes up for just 0.8% of the world’s ocean area,
the sea is home to 8% of all known marine species
and 18% of marine flora.
over 12,000 species have been recorded in the Mediterranean.
1.7m tons of fish are caught in the Mediterranean each year,
resulting in severe depletion of fish stocks.
19% of mediterranean known species are endangered
and 1% are already extinct.
Mediterranean monk seals are among the 10 most endangered species in the world.
Of the 47 mediterranean shark species, 20 are at risk of extinction.

The Battle of Lepanto in 1571, H. Letter. Source: National Maritime Museum (BHC0261), London, UK

the
MiddLe
sea
Writer: Francesca de Châtel

As part of efforts to protect the sea’s biodiversity, the Mediterranean states
have established more than 800 special protected areas (spas)
covering an area of 144,000 km2 or 5,7% of the sea.
Every year, 30% of international maritime freight traffic and
28% of global maritime oil transport transits the Mediterranean Sea.

Often referred to as a cradle of civilizations,
the Mediterranean has a long history of
interaction and exchange, but also
of conflict and contradictions. For all
the economic, geopolitical and religious
differences that divide the region today,
shared environmental challenges increasingly
unite the people around the sea in the search
for a sustainable future.
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photogRApheRs
Ad van Denderen, George Haddad,
Adel Samara
gRAphiC design
Filipa Rosa
MAps
Mathieu Gargam, the T.H Studio
CoveR
Filipa Rosa

Special thanks to Inès Abdelrazak at the
UfM, Isabelle BourgeaultTassé at IDRC,
Jauad elKharraz at EMWIS/SEMIDE, Clive
Lipchin at AIES, Ghada Snunu at EWASH
oPt, Gaëlle Thivet at Plan Bleu, and Marina
Castrinakis, Qais Fares, Günes Kocatepe,
Gabriel Reyes and Bostjan Videmsek.

“The Mediterranean is a miracle,” accord
ing to historian John Julius Norwich: not
only has it nurtured three of the most daz
zling civilizations of Antiquity and witnessed
the birth of three of the greatest religions;
it has also served as a key means of com
munication between the European, African
and Asian continents.
From the time of the seafaring Phoe
nician civilization [see p. 10] in the
16th century BC, the sea has been an
essential vehicle for commercial and
cultural exchange: the Egyptians brought
cedar wood across the sea from Mount
Lebanon to build their temples in the Nile

Revolve Magazine (ISSN 20332912)
is registered in Belgium, BE 0828.676.740.
For subscription and submission
inquiries, please use:
info@revolvemagazine.com
For all energy coverage
and project proposals, please use:
energy@revolvemagazine.com
For all waterrelated topics, please write to:
francesca@revolvemagazine.com
Revolve Magazine is printed with
vegetable ink on chlorinefree paper.
Revolve is grateful to
the Environment & Water Division
within the Union for the Mediterranean
Secretariat for endorsing this special
report on Water Around the Mediterranean.
disClAiMeR: Articles in this report
do not necessarily reflect the opinions
or views of the Union for the Mediterranean
Secretariat and only represent the views
of the contributors.
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Facing the Tide | Inundations Submerge the Northern Mediterranean

34 | LeaVinG the Land
Photo Essay
42
29

38 | aGriCuLture
Cretan Village Reconnects with its Water | The Fallacy of Irrigation
Modernization | Egypt’s Rooftop Revolution

53 | PoLLution
08

19

A Gaza Water Diary | Q&A: Rebhi alSheikh, PWA

60 | Water GoVernanCe
Building a New Water Culture in Spain | Q&A: Mahmoud Abu Zeid & Safwat
26

AbdelDayem, AWC | Reflections on Water Governance in a Changing World
| Q&A: Ramón Luis Valcárcel, ARLEM | Breaking Down Barriers

53

74 | Water LeGisLation
50

A Model Water Code for the Mediterranean | Strengthening
Legislation to Improve Governance

82 | non-ConVentionaL
sourCes oF Water

67
54

How Desalination Works | Q&A: Ronald Mollinger, MEDRC | Drinking
the Sea at Gaza | The WaterEnergy Nexus in the Mediterranean

90 | so BLue so BLue
34

39

Photo Essay

Source: UNEP/MAP-Plan Bleu, WWF, Lenfest Ocean Program
7
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ManaGeMent

RepoRt editoR
Francesca de Châtel
AssistAnt editoR

Μεσόγειόσ Θάλάσσά Akdeniz MAr Mediterráneo Mer MéditerrAnée SredozeMSko More

Mediterranean sea

N

2012

The Union for the Mediterranean
commissioned REVOLVE to make a
special bilingual (Arabic/English) report
on Water Around the Mediterranean. The
160-page reports includes contributions
from specialists, journalists and policymakers. The reports were distributed at
the tri-annual World Water Forum and won
best publication at the Stockholm World
Water Week.

13/12/11

Contents
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HEAT PUMPS
FUTURE HEAT PUMP CITY

HEAT PUMPS CAN BE APPLIED TO EVERY DIMENSION OF PRESENT AND FUTURE CITIES, THUS
OPTIMIZING THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES FROM AIR, WATER AND THE GROUND.
HEAT PUMPS CAN BE EVERYWHERE

VISION 2050
WHAT IS A “COLD” SOURCE?

As opposed to a district heating system which operates at high temperatures, a “cold source”
operates at low temperatures (10-20°C). Cold sources require little or no insulation; and can be
used for cooling in the summer and for heating in the winter. When used for cooling, excess heat
can be stored and sent to other locations via the grid. It can be used at a different location with
heat pumps, thus contributing efﬁciently to the smart distribution of energy.

Individual
or multiple
heat pumps

REVOLVE has worked with different
industries to show their projects
and people that are bringing greater
sustainability to the world. Our most
successful industry reports include all
you need to know about heat pumps and
cables that were distributed widely at the
EU Sustainable Energy Week.

SINGLE-FAMILY
HOMES
4-20kW

MULTI-FAMILY
HOUSING
20-50kW

Carbon
Carboncapture
capture
&&use
use

Positive
Positive
energy
energyhouse
house

Biogas
Biogas
cleaning
cleaning

Pumped
PumpedHydro
HydroStorage
Storage

100%
100%RES
RES
community
community

grid-forming
grid-forming
inverter
inverter

Methanation
Methanation
Electrolyzer
Electrolyzer

Underground
Underground
gas
gasstorage
storage

small
smallscale
scale
battery
battery

Solar
SolarPV
PV
plant
plant
Compressor
Compressor
station
station

Bornholm
Island

Large
Largescale
scale
battery
battery

ICT
ICTnetwork
networkfor
for
digitalization
digitalizationofof
energy
energysystem
system

Zero
Zeroenergy
energy
building
building

AC/DC
AC/DC
Converter
Converterstation
station

Nuclear
Nuclear
power
powerplant
plant

Combined
CombinedCycle
Cycle
Gas
GasTurbine
Turbine

Electric
Electricsubstation
substation

Off-shore
Off-shorewind
windfarm
farm
DC
DCnetwork
network
Airport
Airport

Micro
Micro
CHP
CHP

Fast
Fastcharging
charging
station
station

100kW-1MW

Air/air
Air/air
Heat
Heatpump
pump

Power
Powertotogas
gas

The Hague

INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

A SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS

HV/MV
HV/MV
substation
substation
Gas
Gassubstation
substation

Is developing the smart energy
system of the future: wind, solar PV,
heat pumps, biomass and -gas are
components of its future electricity
and heating supply from renewables.

For buildings heat pumps are most
effective when the structure needs to be
heated and cooled, sometimes at the
same time. The buildings core serves as
a source of energy and as a sink to
dump excess heat! As both services
can be done by one machine, it
is also economically
interesting.

20kW-1MW

Farm
Farm

Biogas
Biogasproduction
production

THE ISLAND OF
BORNHOLM, DENMARK,

BUILDING STRUCTURE AS
HEAT EXCHANGE

OFFICE/PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

Cross-border
Cross-border
connections
connections

Uses a “cold” source grid to
connect about 350 homes with
10°C, also an optimal temperature
for running heat pumps.

Heat piles

PARKING LOTS AND
BASEMENTS

Geothermal heat pumps can
transport heat from the ground to
the heat pump (heating mode)
or transfer the heat from the
building to basements or
parking lots (cooling
mode).

Wind
Windfarm
farm

CITY OF THE HAGUE,
NETHERLANDS

Activated
concrete

Demand
Demand
Response
Response

Hybrid
Hybridbus
bus

Electric/Hydrogen
Electric/Hydrogen

Industry
Industry
park
park
Gas
GastotoPower
Power

ELECTRICITY GRID

Storage for
green electricity

Peer-to-peer
Peer-to-peer
energy
energytrading
trading

Process
energy

Liquid
Liquidfuel
fuel

Gas
GastotoHeat
Heat

Peer-to-peer
Peer-to-peer
energy
energytrading
trading

Electric
Electrictram
tram

ENERGY GRID (DISTRICT HEATING OR "COLD SOURCE")

Solar
Solar
thermal
thermal

Hydrogen
Hydrogen
station
station

HH22

Heat pumps can capture waste heat from street tunnels, subways and sewage systems

Source for heat
pumps in district
heating systems

Air

Water

Ground

Exhaust air

Hybrid systems

Source: European Heat Pump Association (EHPA)

The waste energy from
sewage is a fantastic
source of renewable
heat. One large facility
might capture 120 MW.

Liquid
Liquidfuel
fuel
station
station

•

Electricity
Electricity
Heating&&Cooling
Cooling
Heating

26

Rivers and sea water are good sources for heat
pumps in distribut heating systems. Rivers are
streams of energy. 1GW is quite common.

Geothermal
Geothermal
Heat
Heatpump
pump

VISION 2050 Part 1: Energy Systems for European Society

Gas
Gas

kW: kilowatt (1 kW= 1,000 watts) MW: Megawatt (1 MW= 1,000,000 watts)

03

Data
Data

THE BUILDING
BLOCKS OF
VISION 2050

CABLE POWER

While ensuring security of supply and mitigating energy poverty from today towards 2050, Europe must
maintain its long-lasting leadership in technology and
environmental protection, despite increasing competition in the world economy.

High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC)
Writer: Ernesto Zaccone, Chairman Europacable High Voltage Systems Group

From 2018 towards 2050, Europe must seize the
opportunity of the expanding low-carbon energy system markets and preserve Europe’s leading position on the global arena. All emerging and
developed economies will decarbonise their energy
systems. European-based industries will face fierce
industrial competition from other world economies.
European authorities must consider the strategic
nature of low-carbon energy systems and support
European industries accordingly, enhancing competitiveness at all levels.

•
•
•

The market layer allows for exchanges
between market players (generators, retailers,
aggregators, consumers, grid operators,
conversion and storage managers, and any
other player).

27
Cooperation between
system operators

VISION 2050 Part 1: Energy Systems for European Society

The communication layer supports the
vertical and horizontal integration of energy
systems and the relaying of information with
the market.
The physical system layer consists of
automated energy infrastructures (generation,
power conversion, storage and networks)
designed to meet citizen needs.

In 2050, European transmission and distribution
networks operations leverage the dynamic cooperation of their respective operators. This implies a
more efficient management of energy networks, their
use, the associated conversion processes, and ultimately connecting market users in an integrated, optimal way to exploit all sources of coordinated flexibility.

The digital infrastructure layer supports
network operations to manage the integrated
energy systems with higher levels of
automation.

In 2050, electricity system operation is based on the
highly automated optimisation of the grid, power generation and of all types of energy consumption. This
is combined with the best location, size and operational conditions for storage and power conversion to
minimise energy losses and to avoid other undesirable contingencies leading to power outages. Coupling
different energy networks occurs on all scales according to the most cost-effective way (from integrated
electricity, gas and heat infrastructures for buildings
and mobility in cities with storage facilities, towards
large-scale pan-European gas transmission and storage with conversion from and to electricity) as well as
through new infrastructures for mobility (charging stations and refueling stations). Conventional gas infrastructures operated with synthetic methane (CH4) and
new infrastructure associated with hydrogen (H2) will
play a role. Today’s unpredictable progress in conversion and storage technology and developments will
determine the future with relative amounts and roles
of CH4 versus H2.

In 2050, European
transmission and
distribution networks
operations have dynamic
cooperation
theirintegrated energy systems with conversion and storage devices
Figure 6. Theof
future
respective operators.
In 2050, stationary or mobile gas infrastructure and
storage play a key role in the sustainable, circular energy systems.

ENERGY
GENERATION

Renewable
Electricity

Renewable
Electricity/Heat

Renewable
Heat&Cooling

Hydro, Solar, Wind,
Geothermal, Marine

Biomass, Biogas,
Solar

Solar, Geothermal,
Marine

Renewable Gas

Renewable Fuel

Biomass, Biogas

Biofuels

1.

Increase the level of technology investment,
including break-through integration
technologies via intensified research
and innovation.

2.

Enhance global competitiveness in all types
of pan-European low-carbon energy markets.

3.

Foster local energy markets and their
design implementation.

4.

Foster the circular economy to mitigate
environmental impacts and maximise energy
efficiency by minimising energy losses and
anticipating possible raw material shortages
such as ‘rare earths’.

bilities, European energy system industries can
define and shape a sustainable future. Remaining
competitive is also about the timely delivery of products and services. Advancing competition is linked
to a common playing field with government support,
which requires policy action to redress distortions
and facilitate a favourable environment for innovation
to flourish.

35

VISION 2050 Part 3: The Building Blocks of Vision 2050

Gas to Heat (GtH)

Gas storage

GAS
NETWORKS

Heating & Cooling
storage

THERMAL
NETWORKS

Gas to Power
(GtH)
Power to Gas
(PtG)

INTEGRATED
ENERGY
NETWORKS
WITH STORAGE

Storage (Batteries,
Hydro reservoirs, etc.)
for electricity release

Nuclear
N

VISION 2050 Part 3: The Building Blocks of Vision
With 2050
today’s knowledge and integration capa-

circular
on-

34

Carrying High Power Over
Long Distances

Sustainable, integrated energy systems in the shortand mid-term will require much more initial investments than continuing to use fossil fuel in non-integrated, compartmented energy sub-systems and
markets. These higher investment costs will be offset
by reduced operational and external costs. To do so,
four key challenges must be addressed:

The Efficient
Organisation of
Energy Systems

In 2050, integrated energy systems (IES) consist
Air/water
Air/water
Heatpump
pump
of four inter-connected and inter-related layersHeat
that drive economic growth and global competitiveness for Europe:

NETWORKS
NETWORKS

Sewage
Treatment
plant

ENERGY SOURCES

Harbour
Harbour

Biomass
Biomass
CHP
CHPplant
plant

Waste
Wasteheat
heat

small
smallscale
scale
storage
storage

Vehicle-to-grid
Vehicle-to-grid

Power to Heat
(PtH)

ELECTRICITY
NETWORKS

Power to Heat
(PtH)

LIQUID FUEL
NETWORKS
Liquid fuel storage

All emerging and developed economies will decarbonise their
energy systems. European authorities must consider the
strategic nature of low-carbon energy systems and support
European industries accordingly, enhancing competitiveness
at all levels.

26
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VISION 2050 Part 2: Towards integrated energy systems in 2050

ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Households

Tertiary
Sector

Industry

Agriculture

Ground Transport

VISION 2050 Part 2: Towards integrated energy systems in 2050

Maritime, Aviation

31

Report Highlights
TUNISIA
BRAZIL

REVOLVE has covered sustainability
issues in different countries, including
Brazil, Tunisia, and Turkey. We have
worked with national agencies, ministries,
associations, journalists, researchers and
more to provide unexpected insights into
the respective cultures.
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TURKEY
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Print options

FLEXITY 2

Clean and to the point, the single page
(standalone) acts as a Call to Action for
partners to showcase their sustainability
campaign or added value to society while
keeping in mind the aesthetics of visual
messaging.

COMFORT AND CAPACITY
FOR GHENT AND ANTWERP

BOMBARDIER, FLEXITY and The evolution of mobility are trademarks of Bombardier Inc. or its subsubsidiaries.

Single page

PORTUGAL & eneRGy
across North Africa
Overshadowed by Spain on the Iberian Peninsula, as well
as France and Italy in the Mediterranean, Portugal has
a long history with coastal North African (Maghreb) states.
Current ties are diverse and trade circumstances now favour
more intense relations, particularly in areas such as security,
energy and construction. Emerging as a prominent player
across North Africa, here is what Portugal is doing to
develop these relations.

g
n
i
is

rt
e
v

Bombardier is a trusted transportation provider with
a complete portfolio that includes light rail, metro, intercity
and high speed solutions as well as turnkey transit systems.
With more than 1,300 BOMBARDIER FLEXITY 100% low-floor
trams in service around the world, Bombardier guarantees
operators high availability, and passengers can count on
reliable and comfortable service every day.
The BOMBARDIER FLEXITY 2 trams for Ghent and Antwerp
offer modern comfort, while transporting up to 40% more
passengers than their predecessor, for a greener city!

Ad

Portugal’s role in the Maghreb
began half a millennium ago when
the monarchy turned its attention to
vulnerable and lucrative North African
coastal cities. In 1415, a
Portuguese fleet crossed
Writer : Miguel Nunes Silva
the Strait of Gibraltar and
conquered the city of
Miguel Nunes Silva holds a degree in
Ceuta, marking the beInternational Relations at the Lisbon
ginning of the European
Technical University. He worked at the
Age of Discoveries. In the
Instituto da Defesa Nacional in Lisbon
epic poem Os Lusíadas
and currently is in Belgrade at the Centre
(1572), Camões recounts
for Civil-Military Relations.
Vasco da Gama’s pioneering journey around
Africa to India. Camões
traveled throughout the Portuguese
empire and lost an eye in a North

www.bombardier.com

BOMBARDIER

African battle. Portugal’s enterprise
in North Africa culminated in the
Battle of Ksar el-Kebir in 1578 with
the death of young King Sebastian at
the hands of Muslim forces. Upon the
restoration of Portuguese sovereignty, after Castilian occupation, Spain
retained what was left of Portugal’s
North African territories. While the
Maghreb was not an auspicious start
for Portugal, modernity and European decolonisation of North African
states brought with it a valuable role
for Portugal as a strategic regional
third partner – particularly after Portugal’s own decolonisation process
and as its foreign policy refocused
closer to home.

Portugal and Energy across North Africa - Energy Report |

AF_CASTANHOing_175X254_R_pb.indd 1

|3

9/20/10 5:30 PM

EDP

GDF / ENGIE

13.01.2014
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Print options
DECARB EUROPE

Double page

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Electric Vehicles
Are Superstars for
Decarbonizing Europe

Building the Circular Economy
in Brussels
The traditional linear economic model is under pressure. The rapid use of natural resources is producing
colossal amounts of waste and is unable to respond to many complex challenges — such as social inequality
and climate change. A major solution lies in the circular economy, and the construction sector
is building the way there.

Standard and classy option, the double
page (spread) offers a more tailored
approach to content development and
product placement without being overly
promotional.

In the circular model, economic growth
is no longer inextricably linked to the
depletion of raw materials. It is no
longer an end in itself, but a means of
improving the quality of life.

The Regional
Programme for a
Circular Economy
(RPCE)
The Brussels-Capital Region aims to
be a pioneer in Europe and that is why,
three years ago, politicians launched the
ambitious RPCE that brings together
the different players in the region. The

52
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RPCE contains concrete actions that
need to be implemented, as well as
mechanisms to make it evolve over
time. Three ministers and 13 partner
boards are managing the plan in close
cooperation with the private sector,
working both bottom-up and top-down.
Local companies and independent
entrepreneurs are also invited to submit
‘circular’ projects on an annual basis.
Under the title Be circular, be Brussels,
these initiatives count on financial support and guidance. And the results so
far are promising: in the construction
sector, Brussels’ policy-makers see a
lot of potential and drive towards the
circular economy. Since the start of
the RPCE, no less than 21 ‘circular’
construction sites have been launched.
Here, materials are reused within the
region, site installations and workforces
are shared, buildings are preserved as
much as possible and local know-how
and jobs are created.

From waste to raw
materials
One of the ambitions of the RPCE is to
move from waste management to raw
material management in the construction sector to address the production of
no less than 628,000 tonnes of waste

per year in Brussels. An estimated
91% of this waste is recycled and is
then used, for example, for the groundworks of roads or buildings, but this is
downcycling whereby the materials
irreversibly decrease in value.

�
Downcycling

Materials are reused
but decrease in value.

�
Upcycling

Materials are recovered
and increase in value.

The circular economy strives for a
more sustainable alternative – one
that maximizes resource efficiency.
Improved resource efficiency can be
achieved through maintenance, reuse,
and remanufacturing, and through
upcycling: materials or products
are recovered and transformed into
materials or products with a higher
quality or value. A good example is
the project Tomato Chili by Dzerostudio
Architects that uses formwork wood

Road transport
accounts for 20% of
CO2 emissions in the EU

and windows – also simply known as
waste from construction and renovation projects in Brussels – to build new
greenhouses.

New business models,
more sustainable jobs
Companies that aim to extend the life
of their products will be able to pick up
and overhaul previously sold products,
returning the parts to the production
cycle and no new raw materials will
need to be produced. Companies will
be able to provide products as a service, and include extra benefits such
as maintenance, repair, leasing and

SPONSORED SECTION

1

3

take-back schemes. Or they will share
materials, labor and buildings. Two of
Brussels’ construction projects, Deswaef
and Debatty deployed their trainees and
site installations optimally and efficiently
in this way.

future, trainees, students and jobseekers will have a much better chance
of finding and keeping high-quality jobs.
Examples include drawing-up a material
inventories prior to demolition, dismantling materials, preparing them for reuse,
reversible design processes, and the
manufacturing of new products

with recovered materials.

New models for strategic partnership
cooperation are emerging in which
companies exchange information much
better with other players; for example,
architects and contractors can work
together in so-called building teams
from the design phase.
The circular scenario also has positive
effects on employment. The construction sector is struggling with high personnel turnover, a shortage of skilled
workers and social dumping. In the

SPONSORED SECTION

1. The project Tomato Chili by Dzerostudio Architects
that uses formwork wood and windows to build new
greenhouses. Photo: Tomato Chili
2. During the transformation of Brussels’ Tour à Plomb
– a century old abandoned lead shot factory – into a
cultural center, nearly 60 m3 of bricks were dismantled
and reused. Photo: Bernard Boccara
3. Materials like roof tiles can be dismantled prior to
demolition and reused in other construction or repair
projects. Photo: Bernard Boccara
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A series of signals from different stakeholders subtly hint at the need for an
acceleration in the decarbonization
of the European economy in order to
comply with the 2015 Paris Agreement:
the UK government and the European
Parliament announced a climate emergency last year, the European
Commission is proposing to raise
the 2030 GHG emissions reduction targets, and NGOs continue
to advocate for more ambitious
decarbonization targets.
Road transport, which accounted
for 20% of CO 2 emissions in
2015, is ready to make a significant contribution to the effort
through increased use of electric
vehicles (EVs) that emit three
times less CO2 than a combustion
engine vehicle, when measured
from ‘well-to-wheel’. The replacement of fossil fuel vehicles by
EVs can also occur quite rapidly,
considering the relatively short
lifetime of cars.

• The total cost of ownership is typically lower than a conventional car
• They offer short-time storage capacity to both the electricity grid
and end users (“vehicle-to-home” or
“vehicle-to-building”)

The European
Copper Institute
proposes to have
150kW chargers
installed every
60 km along the
Core European
Road Network

Installation of 150kW chargers along highways
(e.g. every 60 km along Core European Road Network)

in existing residential buildings, and (3)
deployment of urban public charging
points for consumers without access
to off-street parking.
The most recent intermediate car models have an autonomy of about 400
km, more than enough for everyday use. Most early adopters
already have an off-street parking
space to install a charger, either
at home or at their workplace.
An increase in the density of EV
charging infrastructure is required
to remove concerns about longer
journeys. Therefore, the European
Copper Institute proposes to have
150kW chargers installed every
60 km along the Core European
Road Network. This will ensure
all European countries provide
enough infrastructure for EVs.

In addition to generating much
lower CO2 emissions and improving
urban air quality through zero particles
emissions, EVs are currently the best
available road mobility technology
because:

However, the shift to electric vehicles
can only occur if consumers are aware
of their benefits, offered a wide range
of models, and provided with the right
charging infrastructure.

For EV users living in residential
buildings with off-street parking,
including the “Right-to-Plug”
in national regulation will be a
positive move. By so doing, a
resident who wishes to install a
charging point in the parking area of
his building will only need to provide
prior notification to the building community as a prerequisite for such an
installation.

• They are between 2.5 and 5 times
more energy efficient than other clean
technologies

The “right infrastructure” includes: (1)
installation of 150kW chargers along
highways, (2) installation of chargers

Since two thirds of cars in Europe are
parked overnight in public areas (on
street and car parks), the deployment
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Complete benefits of full EVs only realized
if the “Right Infrastructure” exists

(2015)

WRITER: DIEGO GARCĺA CARVAJAL

2

The Brussels-Capital Region sees the
linear model of resource extractionproduction-consumption-waste as
unsustainable and considers it has a
harmful impact on the environment
while making society highly dependent
on increasingly scarce raw materials
from outside the capital. Brussels also
sees an opportunity to evolve towards
a circular economy: one of recovering,
producing, consuming and reusing.
Better management of internal flows of
goods will make our capital city much
less dependent on external resources.
It should also provide sound answers in
terms of the environment, local economy
and employment.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

BRUSSELS-CAPITAL REGION

CO2 emissions of EVs
are 3 times less than
combustion engines
Easy installation of chargers in existing residential buildings
(“Right to Plug” in national regulations)

Deployment of urban public charging points
(wireless charging points in public parking places)
of public charging infrastructure is
crucial to encourage the shift to electric
vehicles. For this purpose, it will be
useful to have public tenders awarded
before 2025 to install wireless charging
points in at least 20% of public parking spaces. Cities will greet wireless
charging with enthusiasm since it will
avoid the proliferation of charging poles.
Consumers also support wireless: no
need to worry about cables or apps,
the vehicle will manage the charging
process by itself – in other words: “Park
& Forget”.
A swift implementation of these proposals for electrification of road transport
will definitely ease the path to decarbonization for the European economy.

�

Copper plays an increasing role in the
development of electrified transportation
and the integration of energy storage.
Learn how copper is essential for our
future on pp. 52-53.
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DECARB EUROPE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Buildings
As Material
Banks
(BAMB)
Read more about BAMB
in REVOLVE #28, summer 2018.
The RPCE plan promotes a radically
new vision and approach to Brussels’
building stock. Rather than demolishing
them too quickly, we can see buildings
as material banks, or huge material
stockpiles. Maintenance and repair,
re-use, overhaul and transformation
are carried out for as long as possible. Building professionals and policymakers know at any moment which
materials are located where within the
Brussels territory. They use inventories
and material passports for this purpose.
Each design is adaptable and reversible;
the materials are easy to dismantle and

Buildings As Material Banks (BAMB)4 is
a project within the European Horizon
2020 programme, which promoted this
new way of thinking and working in the
construction sector. Starting in 2015 and
ending in February 2019, BAMB was
coordinated by Brussels Environment.
Six pilot projects tested the materials
passports, reversible building design
and circular building assessment tools
that were developed during BAMB.
This generated insights about policies
and opportunities for developing new
business models. Brussels carried out
2 of the 6 BAMB pilots.

Build Reversible in
Conception (BRIC)
The BRIC building is built, deconstructed and reconstructed entirely
by young trainees of the EFP Training
Center in Brussels. It was designed as

6

a materials bank and will have three
different functions in three years’ time.
The concept is therefore adaptable and
reversible; the materials are easy to
assemble and disassemble.
The first version, BRIC 1, was a 70m2
office. More than 180 students participated in setting up and dismantling
this module. The rebuilding of BRIC 2
into a 130m2 trading space is under
construction and will be finished in
June 2019. And in 2020, BRIC will be
transformed one last time.

5. Model of the BRIC building. Photo: Karbon'
6. The BRIC building. Photo: EFP
7. Mockup of the Circular Retrofit module.
Photo: KADERSTUDIO for Transform (VUB)
8. www.guidebatimentdurable.brussels
5
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9. www.totem-building.be

SPONSORED SECTION

The fact that this is a sustainable way
of building is now apparent. In the dismantling of BRIC 1, only 3.5m3 of waste
was generated, a lot less than what was
expected. And there’s more good news:
if each version of this building were
to last 20 years, the greenhouse gas
emissions from the reuse of materials
could be reduced by 50%.

The Circular Retrofit
(CRL)
CRL has 8 student modules on the university campus of the Vrije Universiteit
Brussel in Etterbeek. Instead of demolishing the original 1960s buildings
as planned, they were renovated. But
it wasn't just any renovation: the VUB
Architectural Engineering research group
tested new circular renovation solutions, together with industrial business
partners. For the partitions and façades,
for instance, they developed reversible
solutions based on existing products.
In terms of costs, reversible construction turned out to involve a higher
initial investment. This will however be
recovered if you take into account the
much longer life cycle of the building
and the necessary transformations. In
the long-run, reversible construction is
therefore cost-efficient.

7

Tools for
professionals

been organized with users of the tool,
including manufacturers of materials.
To date, more than 1,400 people have
used TOTEM and 240 architects have
been trained.

What if construction professionals want
to work differently? For them, the Region
is developing several tools. The online
Brussels’ Sustainable Building Guide 8
provides tips for dismantling, reuse
and recycling of construction materials. Information on Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA) and the importance of choosing
materials can be found in this guide.

These smart sustainability tools, together with the growing number of
circular sites and buildings, prove that
the new vision is taking a firm foothold
in Brussels!

�

In parallel, the Tool to Optimise the Total Environmental impact of Materials
(TOTEM) 9 is a free online application
– jointly developed by the three Belgian
regions – launched at Batibouw in February 2018. TOTEM allows professionals
to see the impact of their construction
and renovation projects on the environment, and to choose the right materials
and techniques to reduce that impact.
The goal is to make TOTEM as userfriendly and well-known as possible.
Numerous events and meetings have

SPONSORED SECTION

SUMMER 2019
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES

move. All this keeps construction and
demolition waste – and the use of raw
materials – to a minimum.

4. www.bamb2020.eu
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The circular
economy strives
to maximize
resource
efficiency.
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Print options

COPPER - KEY TO THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Back cover

Global environmental trends are creating risks for businesses as well as opportunities. This raise the question of how we can
deal with resources in a more sustainable way. Failing to do so will severely affect our environment and inhibit economic
growth. Copper is a naturally occurring material that can effectively contribute towards implementing a Circular Economy.

Challenges
Infrastructure

Urbanization
Population
growth

Optimal visibility for any publication, the
back cover offers the space for you to
show your very best assets: whether it
be your company, your services, your
product, your vision, your sustainability.

Greenhouse gases

Summer heat
Resource
availability

Mobility needs

Precipitations
Energy supply

SALE
Globalization

Deforestations
Water availability

make

Cu

use

urn

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
Strategic Material

ret

Copper contributes to the
Circular Economy model

A valuable metal is not wasted copper products are made to be
used again and again

14,5MTOE
Sustainable energy systems
Natural resource
Copper is a natural resource
present in the earth’s crust,
from small amounts to rich
mine deposits.

Produced

Of imported fuel
avoided by copper
enabling renewable
heat technology

Efficient

4,300,000 100-400
Tonnes EU mine
production of
copper (2011)

Images: Magazine covers

Entirely recyclable
Being 100% recyclable,
copper can be re-used
time and time again.
No loss of properties

41%
Of copper demand
is covered via
recycling in EU27

Kg of CO2 reduction
in office building
wire if +1kg of
copper used

Reliable

75-100

1,85M

Kg of CO2 reduction
in overhead
traction line if +1kg
of copper used

Tonnes
Post-Consumer
Tonnes Factory
Scrap
Scrap

0,65M

For more information about copper’s industry commitment to
sustainability please check our website www.copperalliance.eu
Follow us on social media
www.copperalliance.eu/social

IBERDORLA
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EUROPEAN COPPER INSTITUTE (ECI)

Print options

Accordion
Original and unexpected inside option,
the accordion (8 pages) can be placed as
a surprise inside the front or back cover
or as show here as the middle map of the
publication, providing more details and
information to the print reader and digital
viewer - with the tremendous of expanding
into Augmented Reality (AR).
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Water Around the Mediterranean Bilingual Arabic-English Report (2012, 2016, 2017)

Specifications
Report

Magazine
404 mm (width) x 267 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

334 mm (width) x 240 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

Spread
Minimum image resolution of 250 pixels per inch

202 mm (width) x 267 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

|

CMYK color mode

167 mm (width) x 240 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

Full page
Minimum image resolution of 250 pixels per inch

202 mm (width) x 133,5 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

|

CMYK color mode

167 mm (width) x 120 mm (height) + 3 mm bleed on all sides

Half page
Minimum image resolution of 250 pixels per inch
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CMYK color mode

Print

Price Card
Premium Advertising rates are corporate
indicators. Discounts are available
for annual packs and for non-profit
organizations. Contact REVOLVE today to
tailor our offer to your needs.
Other options, like pull-outs, postcard
inserts, special sections, country or
industry supplements are available upon
demand.
REVOLVE reserves the right to suggest
adjusting the design of your visuals if
they do not meet our print quality criteria;
REVOLVE also offers to take care of
the visual design for you if you select
Premium.
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Magazine

Report

Single page

€3,500

Single page

€2,500

Editorial Spread (2 pages)

€6,000

Editorial Spread (2 pages)

€4,000

Back cover

€8,000

Back cover

€10,000

Single inside front or inside back

€5,000

Single inside front or inside back

€4,000

Spread inside front + inside back

€7,500

Spread inside front + inside back

€6,500

Accordion 8 pages

PRICE CARD | PRINT

€15,000

Accordion 8 pages

€14,000

Environmental Commitment
REVOLVE takes climate action by limiting its carbon footprint as much as possible
Our sustainability policy include zero-waste measures for all our products and activities. We recycle
our canvases from public exhibitions (see our REPURPOSING program) and we offset our travel
emissions by planting trees (see our REFOREST program).

In 2020, REVOLVE offset its CO2 emissions via 8 Verra Certified Carbon credits from a forest
conservation project in Brazil, and by planting 56 trees in the Stoumont Project in Belgium.
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“To understand our world, we must
use a revolving globe and look at the
earth from various vantage points.”
Ryszard Kapuscinski, Another Day Of Life,1987
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Thank you!
www.revolve.media

